
Two which belong together like hammer and chisel: the 
collated FOS storm clips and the installation accelerator 
FOS ClipHOLSTER®.

   

Clip system: How to use the holster?

With protective cover for
404®-2, 409®-2, 409®b-2, 461®-2

Without protective cover for
403®-2, 403®d-2, 416®-2, 453-2, 456®-2, 460®-2, 
492®-2, 499-2

Retailer stamp

Mechanical fixings and storm  
safety of covering materials for 
roofs and facades
We offer you the most versatile clip range for fixation and 
professional wind uplift safety of small-format covering 
materials for roofs and facades in Europe. All FOS® products 
are delivered by dealers and industry partners.

Our mobile roofing tools on www.fos.de assist you to
work fast and easy on the topic of storm safety:

FOS ClipCHECK®  
The product finder determines the suitable clips for each 
object.

FOS CombiCHECK®  
The reverse search enables you to determine allocation of
covering materials for usage with clips available in-stock.  
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                                 for 
collated FOS storm clips

Easy removal from 
the packaging.

Protection from 
injuries.

Reduction of the 
installation time.

Clips in easy reach.

Easy removal from 
the strip.

Your benefits:
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Slate and tile hooksHead-foot clips

460®-2

461®-2

404®-2409®-2 and 409®b-2

456®-2

499-2

416®-2

453-2

403®-2

403®d-2
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To mount on.
High wind uplift resistance.
Pre-installation and replace-
ment of single tiles possible.
Special interlocking at roof 
batten ensures secure hold.
Deliverable in round and 
angular hook forms.
Deliverable in different lengths.
Deliverable in stainless steel 
and ZIAL®. 

To mount on.
Smoothed end of the clip.
Deliverable in different lengths.
Deliverable in stainless steel 
polished and in varnished 
black.

To drive in.
High wind uplift resistance.
Drive-in aid and nail tip.
Ring shanked.
Deliverable in round and 
angular hook forms.
Deliverable in different lengths.
Deliverable in stainless steel 
and ZIAL®. 

To drive in.
Drive-in aid.
Ring shanked.
Smoothed end of the clip.
Deliverable in different lengths.
Deliverable in stainless steel 
polished and in varnished 
black.

To to mount on.
Suitable for standard wooden 
battens.
Tool-free installation.
Deliverable in different lengths.
Deliverable in stainless steel  
and ZIAL®. 

To nail.
High wind uplift resistance.
Drive-in aid.
Ring shanked.
Deliverable in different versions.
Deliverable in stainless steel. 

To mount on.
Can be used in a variety of 
ways as installation aid at con-
nections and terminations.
Suitable for cut pieces at hip 
and as replacement nibs in  
case of missing hanging nibs.
Deliverable in different versions.
Deliverable in stainless steel. 

To drive in.
Can be used in a variety of 
ways as installation aid at 
connections and terminations, 
as replacement nibs in case of 
missing hanging nibs and for 
cut pieces at hip.
Drive-in aid.
Replacement of single tiles 
possible.
Deliverable in different versions.
Deliverable in stainless steel. 

To mount on.
Deliverable in round and 
angular hook forms.
Deliverable in different lengths.
Deliverable in stainless steel 
and ZIAL®. 

To drive in.
Can be used to secure natural 
slate and fibre cement tiles on 
facades.
Drive-in aid.
Ring shanked.
Smoothed end of the clip.
Deliverable in different lengths.
Deliverable in stainless steel 
polished and in varnished 
black.

Sidelock clips Head-sidelock clips
Which FOS clips are available collated? 

Quick installation, easy handling and high-
quality materials are important.  
Collated clips guarantee time savings and 
durability for storm safety on pitched roofs.

492®-2
To mount on.
Is fixing both the head and the 
side fold of roof tiles without a 
fourfold covering in the 4-tile 
corner.
Deliverable in different versions.
Deliverable in stainless steel 
and ZIAL®. 


